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A photovoltaic cell is designed to convert sunlight into electrical energy through the photoelectric
effect. Solar cells are the most attractive source to harness solar energy; it is not only has high
efficiency, but also protect our environment from pollution and producing zero greenhouse effect.
There have been numerous studies on cadmium telluride (CdTe) compound in solar cell research.
These studies have shown that CdTe can provide a good efficiency and yet be cost effective. This
paper presents the investigation of cadmium telluride solar cells structure by using MATLAB
software. Some important parameters such as drift component, diffusion component, thickness, and the
efficiency of the cadmium telluride layer were investigated. The study concludes that in order to
achieve an efficiency of 28-30%, the thickness of the CdTe layer, the uncompensated acceptor
concentration and carrier lifetime should be ≥12µm, ≥1016cm-3 and ≥ 10-11s respectively.

Keywords: Photovoltaic structure, cadmium telluride, diffusion component, drift component,
efficiency

1. INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic or solar cell system converts light energy directly into electricity. Photovoltaic
represents one of promising means of maintaining our energy standard of living without contributing
to global warming and pollution. Hence, an efficient solar energy harvest system can contributes to
the energy security of any country. There are several types of material for fabricating solar cells that
can provide good energy conversion efficiency. One of the common materials is silicon, which can be
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used in various forms, including amorphous [1], single-crystalline [2, 3], and multi-crystalline [4].
Another type of material is polycrystalline thin films, for example, copper indium diselenide (CIS) [5],
cadmium telluride (CdTe) [6-8] and thin-film silicon [9]. There is also an emerging field utilizing
organic material to create bulk [10] or hybrid solar cells [11, 12] with high efficiency.
Cadmium telluride have some advantages compared the others materials. CdTe have the
necessary electric field, which stems from properties of two types of cadmium molecules, cadmium
sulphide and cadmium telluride, which makes conversion of solar energy into electricity possible. The
required properties of solar cells can be achieved through a simple mixture of those cadmium
molecules, simplifying the manufacturing processes compared to the multistep process of joining two
different types of doped silicon in the silicon solar panel [13]. This shows that CdTe is easier to be
deposited and more suitable for large scale production. Furthermore, CdTe capture sunlight energy at
shorter wavelength, stretching beyond what is possible with silicon panels. Cadmium is also easy to
find, abundant and produced as a by-product of other important industrial metals such as zinc.

2. STRUCTURE AND FORMATION
2.1. Structure of CdTe Solar Cells

Figure 1. The structure of CdTe/CdS solar cells has a superstrate arrangement.

The structure of the CdTe solar cells has a superstrate arrangement as shown in Figure 1, with
the active materials sandwiched between a cover glass and metal backing. The active materials are
covered by a transparent conducting oxide (TCO) coated glass substrate as a protection from the harsh
radiation environment. The TCO coated glass serves as a conductive contact to the window layer.
Hence, the glass needs to have a high transparency in the visible region and a low sheet resistance [14].
The glass layer is applied to the top of the cell to reduce the reflection losses to less than 5 percent
[15]. Semiconductor layers are grown on a TCA (typically stanum dioxide, SnO2) coated glass
substrate [16]. Indium tin oxide (ITO) is used for low temperature deposition of CdS and CdTe as ITO
have higher optical transmission for a given sheet resistance. However, SnO2 is used for high
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temperature CdS and/or CdTe deposition processes since it is more stable in 450 - 550ºC region, which
is for the deposition process [17]. Increasing the cover glass thickness has been known to reduce the
power degradation of the solar cell [18].
Top of the active layer is an N-type, CdS or also known as the window layer as shown Figure
1. The window layer should be thin, have a wide bandgap (2.8 eV or more) in order to let all available
light to the absorber layer while absorbing energy from the high-energy end of the spectrum. The
absorber layer (usually doped with p-type material) must have a suitable bandgap to provide a feasible
voltage and the ability to absorb photons for high current. The semiconductor in this case is cadmium
telluride (CdTe), which, along with cadmium sulphide (CdS), creates the n-type and p-type layers
required for the photovoltaic cell to function.
Light beam on the glass surface, passes through the front contact oxide layer and encounters a
thin n-type CdS layer which is thin enough to minimize absorption without compromising the device
voltage [19]. A much thicker CdTe layers have been required in order to yield devices with high solar
conversion efficiency [19-21]. The thickness of the CdTe film is similarly controlled by varying
deposition time. In order to increase the stability of thinner CdTe devices, aggressive etches like nitricphosphoric (NP) need to be avoided while possibly incorporating other mechanisms like copper (Cu)
oxidation as a means to reduce dopant mobility [22]. The back contact, usually made of metal, in the
CdTe/CdS thin film solar cell is very important part of device fabrication. The back contact covers the
entire back surface of the solar cell and acts as a conductor. Ohmic contact need to be of low resistance
contact for majority carriers so it can pass the current easily. In fact, achieving low resistance back
contacts remains as one of the most challenging aspects in fabricating a high performance CdTe cells.

2.2. Formation of Cadmium Telluride
There are a wide variety of methods for fabricating CdTe layer, including closed-space
sublimation, electrodeposition, and chemical vapor deposition.

Closed-space sublimation
The advantage of this method is all components of the source material are directly transported
to the substrate surface independently of the conditions elsewhere in the system and it also provides a
high deposition rate [23].

Electrodeposition
This technique is a low cost method at low deposition rate, whereas high temperature vapor
phase methods are more expensive but in return, allows high deposition rates.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
CVD is a direct combination of the vapor of the elements at the surface of heated substrates in
a hydrogen or helium atmosphere. The advantage of the CVD technique is the ability to control the
resistivity of CdTe by intrinsic or extrinsic doping, and p-CdTe films with a resistivity of ~200 cm can
be readily deposited [23].
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2.3. Formation of Cadmium Sulphide
Heterojunction is a region of electrical contact between two different materials which have
different energy bandgap and both lattice constants must be well match. This is because any lattice
mismatch can introduce to dislocations resulting in interface states [24]. The heterojunction is made of
two layers; top layer which acts as a window to allow light to pass through and absorbed by the bottom
layer. Due to the specific roles, top layer have to be of high bandgap material, which in our case in
CdS [25] and bottom layer to be low bandgap, CdTe [26]. Light shining on heterojunction generates
electron-hole pairs very near to the junction. This effectively separates the electron-hole pair before
recombination. There are variety of techniques in depositing CdS layer such as spray pyrolisis, thermal
evaporation, chemical bath deposition and sputtering.

Spray Pyrolisis
This method requires the solution to be sprayed on a heated surface, where it reacts and forms a
film of a chemical compound. It can also display a variety of morphologies from tenths of microns to
hundreds of microns in size [27]. The technique is suitable for large area preparation [28].

Thermal Evaporation
Thermal evaporation is able to produce a pin-hole free films of various thickness while
maintaining a good quality, adherent, uniform layer [29].

Chemical Bath Deposition (CBD)
CBD is a low material yield and produce a toxic CdS containing waste [30]. However, CBD is
inexpensive and a simple process [31]. In glass based superstrate devices, the best cells are prepared
with the chemical bath deposited CdS film [32].
Cadmium telluride is a low cost material compared to the others thin film such as copper
indium gallium (di)selenide (CIGS) and gallium arsenide (GaAs). CIGS materials system is more
complex than CdTe and has higher demands on the process control systems. For CIGS, it has to be
doped with other materials to form a desired P-type but CdTe is automatically p-type doped. No
dopant atoms need to be added during the film deposition process. GaAs is an expensive material,
highly resistant radiation damage and unaffected by heat. This makes GaAs a perfect material for
space applications and concentrator systems. However, the main issue of the CdTe solar cell is related
to the toxicity of cadmium, even if proper recycling of the modules is offered by the module
manufacturers.

2.4. Programming Structure
There are two critical equations in simulating CdTe solar cells. These are drift component and
diffusion component equation as shown in Equation 3.1 and 3.2 [33-35] respectively. For the
parameters in the equations to vary, the programme utilised a looping function. Value of each
parameter is updated systematically in each loop cycle. All calculated data is saved in a folder (file.dat)
for graphical plotting process later in the programme.
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Prior to the looping function, all related constants need to be declared, where S is the
recombination velocity at the CdS/CdTe interface, Dp is the hole diffusion coefficient, α is the
absorption coefficient in the CdTe, k is the boltzman constant, Ln=(TnDn)½ is the electron diffusion
length and W is the width of surface charge region [28-31]. In the drift component calculations, it was
accepted that φo – qv = 1ev , Dp = 2cm2/s, S = 107 cm/s and α = 150. The maximum possible value of
the electron lifetime in CdTe single crystal is set to be Tn = 10-11, the electron diffusion coefficient Dn
= 25 cm2/s and Boltzman constant kT = 0.0259 at the temperature 300 K. Value for α is varied between
101 and 106 to create 1500 points. The similar process is done for width space charge region, W. It is to
investigate the drift component for W. Value of W is varied 0.01µm - 99µm.
For the diffusion component of the photoelectric effect in the solar cell, the surface
recombination at the back surface of the CdTe layer is taken into account. Different between the drift
and diffusion components is that drift component depends on the electric field applied while for
diffusion component, it move using the thermal motion. Another process need to be carried out is the
determination of the diffusion thickness of the CdTe absorber layer. Value of thickness, d = 1µm 60µm. The thickness of the neutral part of the film is d–W. The summation of drift and diffusion
components refers to the total photoelectric conversion in the absorber layer of the solar cell or the
efficiency of solar cells.
Efficiency = ηdrift + ηdif

(3.3)

Width space charge region, W is calculated via Equation 3.4,
𝑊=

2 𝜀 𝜀𝑜 (𝜑𝑜 − 𝑞𝑣)
𝑞 2 (𝑁𝑎 − 𝑁𝑑)

(3.4)

where ε = 10.6 is relative permittivity of the semiconductor, ε0 = 8.854 x 10-14 is permittivity of
free space, q = 1.6 x10-19 is electron charge and Na - Nd is concentration of uncompensated acceptors
in the CdTe layers. The value of Na - Nd is varying between 1016-1017 cm-3.
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3. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Both drift and diffusion component are simulated against the absorption coefficient. Quantum
efficiency of the solar cells is calculated from the summation of both drift and diffusion components.
The crucial parameters need to be taken into account are; (i) free carrier and uncompensated acceptors
concentrations, (ii) thickness of the CdTe layers, (iii) width space charge region and (iv) carrier
lifetime.
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Figure 2. Drift component of the CdTe/CdS at the different absorption coefficient, α calculated at NaNd = 1016 cm-3, electron lifetime Tn = 10-11 and surface recombination velocity S=107 cm/s
As is seen from Figure 2, a stronger absorption coefficient near the surface indicates increment
of drift component in the semiconductor. Absorption coefficient is the rate of decrease in the
electromagnetic radiation intensity as light passes through a solar cell. The drift motion refers to the
charged particle motion in response to an applied electric field. At the α = 5 x 105cm-1, the drift current
slowly going to be saturated. The solar cell absorbs more light and the current increases
correspondingly, however at maximum point, the current decreases uniformly. It is because of when
light dislodging the electrons, electrons then moves freely; hence it can drift to the front contact
through the CdS layer as a current.
Figure 3 represents a diffusion current increasing drastically until reached α = 1.7x105 cm-1 in
the visible region. After α > 1.7x105 cm-1 diffusion current slowly decreasing. According to this graph,
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the light only absorbs as much thus generating an optimum point. The optimum point at the graph
shows the improvements that can be achieved by selecting specific absorption coefficient through
material mixture to increase the efficiency ofdataalfa
CdTe solar
vs cell.
datadff
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Figure 3. Diffusion component of CdTe/CdS at different absorption coefficient α calculated at Na-Nd
= 1016 cm-3, electron lifetime Tn = 10-11 and surface recombination velocity S=107 cm/s.
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Figure 4 shows the efficiency against the absorption coefficient. The conversion efficiency
increases dramatically to the peak at absorption coefficient 2.1 x 105 cm-1. This graph demonstrates
the optimum value for drift and diffusion current. The ideal absorption coefficient for CdTe solar cell
is 2.1 x 105 cm-1 under specified parameters stated in this paper. In the heterojunction, the absorbed
solar radiation generates a free charge carriers (electron-hole pairs), which creates a current. The
carriers flow towards the electrodes are done in two ways; diffusion on the outside of the solar cell and
drift in the built-in electric field. The summation of both ways of carriers flow is used to obtain the
efficiency of absorption coefficient. It is shows that drift current and diffusion material are important
in making efficiency of the specific materials.
Factors that influence drift current are width space charge region and uncompensated acceptors.
Uncompensated acceptor can be controlled by the amount of doping materials but at the same time, the
width space charge region is uncontrollable. The theoretical limit of the solar to electrical energy
conversion efficiency of a CdTe based device is about 28–30% [32, 33, 36]. The highest reported
efficiency of a CdTe/CdS solar cell is 16.5% [32, 33, 36]. Hence, improvement to the efficiency of
existing CdTe solar cells can be done via material selection of specific absorption coefficient.

4. CONCLUSION
The fabrication of CdTe is simple and cost effective in making high conversion efficiency solar
cells. CdS is used side by side with CdTe as a window layer to guide light to the absorber layer.
CdS/CdTe has been proven to be a good match in obtaining a high efficiency solar cell. However, so
far, efficiency for CdTe/CdS solar cells is achieved around 10-16%. The study on efficiency of
absorption coefficient carried out in this paper resulted in several important practical conclusions:

Drift component is obtained by utilizing Equation 3.1. It is found out that the drift
component increases to the certain value and saturates afterwards. In the same time, width space
charge region decreases.

Diffusion component is obtained by using Equation 3.2. It is observed that diffusion
component increases to a certain value (optimum value) before decreasing with absorption coefficient.
In the same time, thickness of the CdTe layer also increases.

Efficiency can be achieved around 30% with a 12µm thickness of CdTe layer, which
sufficiently absorb 90% of the incident photons. In this case, the CdTe layer thickness, d should be
greater than that typically used in the fabrication of CdTe/CdS solar cells (2-10µm). The 99%
collection efficiency of the charge generated in the CdTe layer is achieved for d = 20-30µm.
Doping other material is the one method to increase the efficiency via improvement of the solar
cell absorption coefficient. The studies carried out in this paper paved the way for further investigation
in the improvement of CdTe solar cell.
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